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Banks,  shopping  centers,  hospitals,  government  offices,  schools,  office  
buildings,  restaurants,  cultural  institutions  and  much  more  are  visited  
by  hundreds  of  employees,  customers,  interested  parties  and  guests  

every  day.  An  unimaginable  amount  of  unwanted  dirt  and  dust  is  carried  
in  every  hour  on  the  soles  of  their  shoes.  In  autumn  and  winter  also  
water,  mud  and  snow.  This  mass  attack  of  pollution  not  only  disturbs  the  

aesthetics  of  the  rooms,  destroys  floors  and  carpets,  but  also  has  a  
negative  effect  on  the  health  and  well-being  of  those  who  stay  in  the  

living  conditions  in  everyday  life.  We  know  that  the  floor  is  an  expensive  
and  the  most  used  piece  of  "furniture"  in  any  building.  Accordingly,  we  
help  to  maintain  it  and  at  the  same  time  save  our  customers  money  and  
time.

The  business  idea  of  Alumatex  is  to  offer  customers  an  optimal  
range  of  functional  and  well-designed  items  of  only  high  quality.  In  the  
field  of  floor  mat  systems,  we  rely  on  a  well  thought-out  and  effective  
construction.  The  use  of  durable  and  solid  plastics  allows  us  to  achieve  
maximum  performance  products  with  outstanding  cleaning  precision  
and,  above  all,  a  long  service  life.  As  a  result,  we  developed  products  
that  minimize  cleaning  costs,  postpone  the  vision  of  renovation  and  
reduce  the  risk  of  falling  and  slipping.
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introduction

From  a  mission  to  
an  idea!

www.alumatex.de

rooms the  people,  and  even  the  lifespan  of  the  computer  equipment.

The  mission  of  Alumatex  is  to  create  comfort,  aesthetics  and  pleasant

As  the  manufacturer  of  our  products,  we  know  no  limits  when  it

comes  to  individuality.  Tell  us  your  desired  size  and  with  our  unique
“laser  cut”  technology  we  will  even  immortalize  your  company  logo,

name  or  slogan  on  your  aluminum  profile  mat.

So  how to  deal  with  this  troublesome  problem?

Best  with  well  designed  floor mat  systems!



The  floor  is  like  a  business  card  for  the  company.  At  the  same  time,  it  is  an  invitation  but  

also  proof  of  hospitality  and  professionalism.  Therefore,  it  must  be  kept  particularly  clean  
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A  clean  demeanor

www.alumatex.de

-   cleaning  zones
-   visitor  density

and  elegant.  It's  the  same  with  the  floor:  A  clean  floor  is  one absolute necessity to

With  this  principle,  our  entrance  mats  can  effectively  stop  up  to  80%  of  the  dirt  that
would  otherwise  be  carried  into  the  building.

impress  your  customers.

We  offer  a  large  selection  of  high  quality  and  innovative  products.  Each  of  our  products
has  several  variants  and  is  available  in  all  desired  sizes.  This  opens  up  countless

possibilities.  Choosing  the  right  product  depends  on  the  following  three  factors  so  that  we
can  advise  you  appropriately  in  every  situation.

-   mounting  options

Innovative  and best
solutions



Zone  III  (ALFA)

Zone  II  (BETA)

This  is  the  last  zone,  which  "crowns"  the  "work"  of  its  predecessors  by  removing  fine  dirt  

from  the  footwear  and  drying  it.  It  is  located  inside  the  building.

It  continues  the  cleaning  that  started  before  the  building,  effectively  intercepting  the  remains  

of  the  “heavy”  contaminants  and  stopping  lighter  contaminants  such  as  sand  and  dust.  In  

buildings  where  there  is  no  possibility  of  using  an  intermediate  zone,  zones  I  and  III  are  

extended  accordingly.

optimal  cleaning  effect.  The  walk  across  all  three  different  cleaning  inserts  in  the  

entrance  area  cleans  even  heavily  soiled  shoe  soles  excellently.  Our  floor  mat  systems  

reduce  cleaning  costs,  postpone  the  timely  renovation  of  floors  that  wear  out  quickly  and  

reduce  the  risk  of  falling  and  slipping.

It  is  right  in  front  of  the  building.  Your  task  is  to  clean  the  shoes  from  the  coarsest  and  

heaviest  dirt,  such  as  e.g.  B.  mud,  snow  and  small  stones.

Zone  I  (GAMMA)
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II

III
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With  us  you  have  the  choice  of  three  different  mat  attachments zen.

These  can  be  combined  with  each  other  as  desired,  which  we  recommend  for  an

A  clean  demeanor

The  three
cleaning  zones



The  higher  the  visitor  density  in  the  respective  building,  the  more  urgent  it  is  to  use  clean-

off  mats  over  a  larger  area.

The  visitor  density  also  affects  the  corresponding  profile  thickness  of  the  entrance  mat.  In  

the  case  of  a  low  flow  of  visitors,  entrance  mats  with  a  profile  thickness  of  1  mm  are  

sufficient.  High  visitor  densities  already  create  conditions  for  the  use  of  entrance  mats  with  

a  profile  thickness  of  up  to  3  mm.

In  this  case  Alumatex  recommends  areas  between  12  -  18  m².

Buildings  with  a  high  density  of  visitors  are  the  best  evidence  of  the  effectiveness  

of  doormat  systems.  Places  that  are  not  equipped  with  an  optimally  designed  entrance  

mat  passageway  are  characterized  by  a  less  aesthetic  atmosphere  and  poorer  hygienic  

conditions.  The  dirt  that  spreads  easily  can  only  be  removed  with  difficulty,  while  the  

cleaning  costs  also  skyrocket.  So  it  is  not  surprising  that  floor  mat  systems  have  already  

become  a  standard  in  their  own  right,  and  not  using  them  represents  gross  negligence.

Places  with  a  daily  visitor  density  of  up  to  2000  people  should  be  equipped  with  larger  

clean-off  zones  accordingly.

For  places  with  a  daily  visitor  density  of  less  than  250  people,  the  use  of  clean-off  

mats  with  an  area  of  between  4  -  6  m²  is  recommended.

In  cases  of  extremely  high  visitor  densities  (more  than  2000  people  daily),  however,  

Alumatex  recommends  clean-off  zones  with  at  least  a  size  of  27  -  36  m².

www.alumatex.de
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Tip

High  visitor  density

Normal  visitor  density

Extreme  visitor  density

A  clean  demeanor

High  effectiveness
with  every  load



Usually,  aluminum  floor  mat  systems  are  installed  in  recesses  with  the  
help  of  a  suitable  angle  frame  or  a  dirt  tray,  depending  on  the  type  and  
height.  However,  if  there  is  no  possibility  of  making  a  deepening  in  the  
floor,  the  aluminum  entrance  mat  can  easily  be  mounted  on  the  surface  
with  the  help  of  an  aluminum  ramp.

Alumatex  offers  a  range  of  entrance  mats  depending  on  the  specific  
requirements  and  needs  of  the  customer.  We  serve  with  advice  and  

technical  assistance  with  every  order.

Doormat  systems  are  a  very  useful,  practical  and  important  element  of  
any  building.  So  it  should  also  be  worth  maintaining  them.  Not  only  to  

keep  them  in  the  best  condition  for  as  long  as  possible,  but  also  to  
preserve  their  aesthetic  appearance.  Well-groomed  floor  mats  and  

doormats,  which  create  a  pleasant  harmony  of  colors  and  motifs,  give  
interiors  comfort  and  a  friendly,  cozy  atmosphere.  Thanks  to  appropriate  

and  proper  care,  their  effectiveness  will  be  maintained  for  a  long  time.  We  
recommend  cleaning  as  often  as  possible  using  dry  or  wet  cleaning.

The  most  effective  solution  is  the  use  of  a  complete  clean-off  zone  with  
various  cleaning  attachments,  i.e.  the  installation  of  appropriately  
adapted  entrance  mats  inside  and  outside.  The  “dirt  lock”  created  in  
this  way  is  able  to  stop  up  to  80%  of  the  dirt  brought  into  the  building  on  
shoe  soles  in  the  entrance  area.

Do  not  forget  to  clean  the  space  under  the  aluminum  profile  mat  from  
time  to  time.  This  is  to  be  lifted  and  the  contaminants  collected  
underneath  are  to  be  removed  precisely.  Otherwise  the  aluminum  profile  
mat  can  bulge  beyond  the  frame  height.

9
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Cleaning  instructions

Warning!

A  clean  demeanor

cleaning  instructions
Installation  and



Custom  made

Aluminum  profile  mats



•  Reduced  wear  and  tear  on  floors  and  furniture

Alumatex  aluminum  profile  mats  are  characterized  by  excellent  quality  
and  durability.  We  don't  compromise  on  design.  Our  tailor-made  aluminum  
profile  mats  are  suitable  for  both  private  and  commercial  use.

•  Reduction  of  high  cleaning  costs

•  Quiet  walking  thanks  to  rubber  impact  sound  insulation

•  Unbeatable  value  for  money

•  Creation  of  comfort  and  pleasant  living  conditions

•  Reduced  risk  of  falling  and  slipping

•  Extending  the  life  of  computer  equipment

•  Significantly  less  dirt  and  dust  in  your  rooms

•  Beautification  of  interior  and  entrance  areas

With  our  service  and  maintenance  offer,  we  also  ensure  that  your  
entrance  mat  remains  clean  after  your  purchase,  looks  inviting  and,  
above  all,  does  not  lose  its  cleaning  effectiveness.

•  Creation  of  aesthetics  and  individuality

Coarse  and  fine  dirt  in  your  premises  not  only  looks  ugly,  but  also  

wears  out  and  scratches  your  floor  throughout  the  building.  Do  not  make  
any  compromises  and  remove  the  harmful  dirt  in  the  entrance  area.

•  Qualitative  and  high  quality  design

We  manufacture  your  individual,  tailor-made  aluminum  profile  mat  
on  request.  Our  aluminum  profile  mats  are  available  in  all  possible  
sizes  and  geometric  shapes.  Whether  round,  square,  triangular  or  
trapezoidal,  we  and  our  aluminum  profile  mats  adapt  to  every  challenge.  

Simply  design  your  aluminum  profile  mat  according  to  your  needs  and  
visual  preferences  from  a  wide  variety  of  color  and  structure  variants.  
Should  it  be  a  ribbed,  rubber  or  brushed  inlay?  Or  a  combination  of  all  

three?  We  would  be  happy  to  advise  you  on  all  questions  relating  to  the  
perfect  clean-off  mat.

•  Postponement  of  the  renovation  (in  time)

•  Can  be  combined  with  a  dirt  collection  tray  for  a  natural

www.alumatex.de
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• Many  color  variations

The  advantages  of  Alumatex  entrance  mat  systems

dirt  drain

alumatex  entrance  mats

Perfect  solution  for
private  and  commercial  use!



Stainless  steel  wire  rope  3  mm  Ø

4-7  mm,  flexible  rubber  sleeves  as  spacers

Profile  width /  profile  thickness /  wall  thickness

Cleaning:

BETA  and  GAMMA  series

–  Customized  LASER-CUT-DESIGN  splint

about  13  kg

Application:

Properties:

5  years  on  the  aluminum  construction

Accesories:

Interior  areas  and  covered  entrance  areas

Profile  color:

possible  according  to  RAL  color  palette

–  Aluminum  ramps

12mm /  17mm /  19mm

Visitor  density:

Connection:

Shopping  carts,  baby  carriages,  wheelchairs,  wheeled  suitcases

Assembly:

Entrance  mats  with  ribbed  profiles  absorb  moisture  and  reliably  stop  

even  fine  dirt.  Highly  durable,  sound  absorbing,  dimensionally  stable,  

rollable  and  easy  to  clean  -  perfect  for  indoor  and  covered  use

Total  heights:

30mm /  1.5mm /  1.5mm

Dry  cleaning  (mechanical /  manual)

Environmentally  friendly  &  recyclable

Can  be  combined  with:

Profile  spacing:

Color  powder  coating  (optional):

Ribs  -  UV-resistant,  hard-wearing  polypropylene,  anti-slip  properties  R11  according  to  DIN  

51130.

Normal  to  Extreme

Double  reinforced  aluminum  profile  with  impact  sound  insulation

–  Mounting  frame  and  dirt  tray

Weight  per  m²:

Warranty:

Profile  heights:

Also  suitable  for:

17mm /  22mm /  24mm

aluminum  color

Angular  frame,  dirt  trough,  drive-on  ramp  system

We  are  happy  to  help.  You  can  reach  our  sales  
team  by  telephone  on  +49.69.667788094  and  by  e-mail  to  info@alumatex.de  12

A101  Grey A104  Beige A108  Coconut

www.alumatex.de

aisle  areas.

Material:

Entrance  mats  of  the  series

ALFA  STANDARD

Support  profile:

A102  Anthracite            A103  Brown  A105  Black                  A106  Navy  Blue          A107  Red

Colour  variants

Specifications



Vinyl  rubber  –  ribbed  lengthwise  and  crosswise,  hard-wearing  and  UV-resistant,  according  

to  DIN  7863,  anti-slip  properties  R11  according  to  DIN  51130

Color  powder  coating  (optional):

Normal  to  Extreme

Stainless  steel  wire  rope  3  mm  Ø

Profile  heights:

15mm /  20mm /  22mm

Also  suitable  for:

Angular  frame,  dirt  trough,  drive-on  ramp  system

–  Customized  LASER-CUT-DESIGN  splint

Double  reinforced  aluminum  profile  with  rubber  impact  sound  insulation

Environmentally  friendly  &  recyclable

Profile  spacing:

Can  be  combined  with:

Weight  per  m²:

Warranty:

Profile  color:

Accesories:

Visitor  density:

Connection:

12mm /  17mm /  19mm

–  Mounting  frame  and  dirt  tray

–  Aluminum  ramps

Shopping  carts,  baby  carriages,  wheelchairs,  wheeled  suitcases

Total  heights:

Assembly:

30mm /  1.5mm /  1.5mm

Dry  and  wet  cleaning  (mechanical /  manual)

4-7  mm,  flexible  rubber  sleeves  as  spacers

Cleaning:

ALFA  and  GAMMA  series

Profile  width /  profile  thickness /  wall  thickness

Entrance  mats  with  anti-slip  rubber  profiles  reliably  stop  dirt  and  

moisture  at  the  building  entrance.  Extremely  weather-resistant  and  

resistant  to  corrosion,  sound-insulating,  dimensionally  stable,  

rollable  and  easy  to  clean  –  perfect  for  outdoor  use.

5  years  on  the  aluminum  construction

Application:

Properties:

Mainly  outdoors,  but  also  indoors

We  are  happy  to  help.  You  can  reach  our  sales  
team  by  phone  at  +49.69.667788094  and  by  email  at  info@alumatex.de  13
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B101  Grey

Support  profile:

B102  Black                   A103  Brown

Dirt  trap  insert:

Aluminum  color

Possible  according  to  RAL  color  palette

About  15  kg

Color  variants

Specifications

Entrance  mats  of  the  series

BETA  STANDARD



Shopping  carts,  baby  carriages,  wheelchairs,  wheeled  suitcases

Double  reinforced  aluminum  profile  with  impact  sound  insulation

Profile  spacing:

Can  be  combined  with:

Environmentally  friendly  &  recyclable

dirt  trap  insert:

Weight  per  m²:

Warranty:

–  Mounting  frame  and  dirt  tray

Normal  to  Extreme

Color  powder  coating  (optional):

Bristle  attachment  –  made  of  robust  polyamide  6,  hard-wearing  and  UV-resistant,  anti-

slip  property  R13  according  to  DIN  51130

Stainless  steel  wire  rope  3  mm  Ø

–  Customized  LASER-CUT-DESIGN  splint

20mm /  25mm /  27mm

Profile  heights:

Also  suitable  for:

Angular  frame,  dirt  trough,  drive-on  ramp  system

4-7  mm,  flexible  rubber  sleeves  as  spacers

Profile  width /  profile  thickness /  wall  thickness

Cleaning:

Mainly  outdoors  with  a  lot  of  dirt

Entrance  mats  with  brush  profiles  are  particularly  suitable  for  entrances  

where  a  high  footfall  with  profiled  soles  is  expected.  Our  robust  brush  

profiles  guarantee  a  maximum  cleaning  effect.  Resistant  to  corrosion,  

soundproofing,  dimensionally  stable,  rollable  and  easy  to  clean  –  

ALFA  and  BETA  series

5  years  on  the  aluminum  construction

Properties:

Application:

Connection:

Visitor  density:

12mm /  17mm /  19mm

–  Aluminum  ramps

Profile  color:

Accesories:

Total  heights:

Assembly:

30mm /  1.5mm /  1.5mm

Dry  and  wet  cleaning  (mechanical /  manual)

We  are  happy  to  help.  You  can  reach  our  sales  
team  by  phone  at  +49.69.667788094  and  by  email  at  info@alumatex.de  14
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G103  redG101  Grey

Support  profile:

G102  Black                  G103  Brown

Aluminum  color

perfect  for  outdoor  use  with  a  lot  of  dirt.

About  16  kg

Possible  according  to  RAL  color  palette

Color  variants

Specifications

Entrance  mats  of  the  series

GAMMA  STANDARD



Bristle  attachment  (replaceable)

Weight  per  m²:

Alumatex  quality  in  XL  format  –  perfect  for  large  entrances  and  architectural  highlights.

Profile  heights:

17mm /  19mm

Weight  per  m²:

Profile  heights:

Specifications  (otherwise  like  BETA  Standard)

25mm /  27mm

Weight  per  m²:

Total  heights:

Vinyl  rubber  with  anti-slip

17mm /  19mm

We  also  offer  our  entrance  mats  from  the  ALFA,  BETA,  GAMMA  series  in  the  XL  

version.  Extra-wide  ribbed,  rubber  or  brush  profiles  create  the  conditions  for  optimal  

dirt  pick-up,  offer  a  particularly  pleasant  feeling  when  walking  on  the  mats  and  are  

also  a  real  eye-catcher.

Total  heights:

about  14  kg

17mm /  19mm

about  17  kg

Profile  heights:

Total  heights:

22mm /  24mm

Properties  (interchangeable)

Specifications  (otherwise  same  as  GAMMA  standard)

about  18  kg

www.alumatex.de

entrance  mats  in

XL  version

BETA  XL

We  are  happy  to  help.  You  can  reach  our  sales  team  by  

GAMMA  XL

ALFA  XL

Profile  width / profile thickness / wall thickness    50  mm /  1.5  mm /  1.5  mm

Dirt  trap  insert:

20mm /  22mm

Dirt  trap  insert:

Profile width / profile thickness / wall thickness     50  mm /  1.5  mm /  1.5  mm

Ribbed  carpet  (replaceable)

Dirt  trap  insert:

Profile  width / profile thickness / wall thickness    50  mm /  1.5  mm /  1.5  mm

Specifications  (otherwise  like  ALFA  Standard)

telephone  on  +49.69.667788094  and  by  e-mail  to  info@alumatex.de                              15



Entrance  mats  with  combined  dirt  trap  inserts  enable  a  good  cleaning  result  in  
entrances  with  limited  space.  This  helps  with  building  entrances  where  the  on-site  
situation  does  not  allow  for  long  dirt  locks  with  consecutive  cleaning  zones.  We  
therefore  also  offer  our  entrance  mats  in  different  combination  and  baying  variants  of  
the  ALFA,  BETA  and  GAMMA  series.  The  combination  of  different  profile  widths  is  also  
possible.  Alumatex  quality  in  the  right  combination  for  you  -  perfect  for  optimal  cleaning  

results  over  a  short  distance.

BETA/GAMMA  -  30mm  profiles

ALFA  XL/BETA  XL  Standard  -  50mm  profiles

ALFA/GAMMA  Standard  -  30mm  profiles

ALFA  XL/GAMMA  Standard  -  50-30mm  profiles

www.alumatex.de

ALFA/BETA  Standard  -  30mm  profiles

ALFA  XL/GAMMA  XL  -  50mm  profiles

Entrance  mats  in  efficient
combinations

We  are  happy  to  help.  You  can  reach  our  sales  team  by  

combination  examples

telephone  on  +49.69.667788094  and  by  e-mail  to  info@alumatex.de                     16



Matching

Accessories  for  your

Entrance mat



located  in  the  building.  With  our  entrance  mats  in  the  individually  designed  LASER  CUT  
DESIGN,  you  have  the  opportunity  to  give  your  entrance  area  a  very  personal  touch.  
Lasered  cut-outs,  which  can  also  be  highlighted  in  colour,  provide  a  special  eye-catcher.  
With  two  standard  sizes  and  numerous  design  options,  you  can  let  your  creativity  run  free.  
High-quality  entrance  mats,  true  to  size,  with  maximum  cleaning  effect,  personalized  with  
LASER  CUT  DESIGN  –  the  perfect  business  card  for  your  building.

www.alumatex.de

Entrance  mats  personalized  with

LASER  CUT  DESIGN

We  are  happy  to  help.  You  can  reach  our  sales  
team  by  telephone  on  +49.69.667788094  and  by  e-mail  to  info@alumatex.de  18

Entrance areas of a building are always a figurehead for the company or companies



Technical  drawing

50mm 36mm

www.alumatex.de

We  are  happy  to  help.  You  can  reach  our  sales  
team  by  phone  at  +49.69.667788094  and  by  email  at  info@alumatex.de  19

Connection:

powder  coating:

Profile  color:

As  part  of  individual  solutions,  we  offer  you  specially  personalized  aluminum  profile  

mats  with  your  company's  logo  or  with  a  slogan  of  your  choice.

profile  thickness:

2500mmRecommended  maximum  length:

Visitor  density: Normal  to  Extreme

With  us,  the  lettering  is  not  printed  as  usual,  but  cut  into  the  metal  with  the  help  of  

a  laser.  After  the  cut-out,  a  second  stainless  steel  rail  is  colored  and  pressed  onto  

the  front  profile  from  behind.  This  type  of  "corporate  identity"  ensures  a  timeless  

appearance  in  your  entrance  area.  The  logo  is  permanently  joined  to  the  aluminum  

profile  mat  and  effectively  draws  the  attention  of  the  entering  visitor.

Material:

Indoor  and  outdoorApplication:

Alumatex  entrance  mats  (all  variants)Can  be  combined  with:

100  -  300mm

Stainless  steel

Stainless  steel

Stainless  steel  wire  rope;  Ø  =  3mm

Possible  according  to  RAL  color  palette

2mm  +  1mm  inner  panels

Specifications

For  our  entrance  mats

LASER  CUT  DESIGN



Frame  height  outer  edge:

Indoor  and  outdoor

Alumatex  entrance  mats  (all  variants)

Warranty:

Recommended  maximum  length:

Visitor  density:

Can  be  combined  with:

Connection:

Material:

3mm

Application:

powder  coating:

56mm /  61mm /  68mm  (+  1.5mm  tolerance)

15mm /  23mm

Profile  color:

5  years  on  the  aluminum  construction

Weight  per  m:

With  the  help  of  this  system,  aluminum  profile  mats  can  be  mounted  on  even  surfaces.  

Depending  on  the  location  and  the  condition  of  the  existing  floor,  the  assembly  takes  

place  with  special  assembly  paste  or  with  expansion  dowels.  This  prevents  the  entrance  

mat  from  slipping.  Entrance  mat  systems  that  are  equipped  with  our  ramp  profiles  

enable  safe  and  problem-free  passage  with  wheelchairs,  shopping  trolleys,  wheeled  

suitcases,  etc.  Our  ramps  are  ideally  adapted  to  our  entrance  mat  systems  and  can  be  

used  with  any  variant.

2500mm

Normal  to  Extreme

Our  drive-on  ramp  system  is  made  of  high-quality  aluminum  and  is  the  best  solution  if  

the  aluminum  profile  mat  cannot  be  installed  in  an  existing  floor  recess.

www.alumatex.de

We  are  happy  to  help.  You  can  reach  our  sales  
team  by  phone  at  +49.69.667788094  and  by  email  at  info@alumatex.de  20

Technical  drawing

Stainless  steel  connector

Profile  wall  thickness

Ramp  width:

Aluminum

Possible  according  to  RAL  color  palette

Aluminum  color

About  0.5kg

Specifications

For  our  entrance  mats
ramp systems



Install  cleanly  and  quickly,  absorb  a  lot  of  moisture  and  
dirt,  remove  barriers  -  the  best  way  to  do  this  is  with  the  
original  accessories  for  Alumatex  entrance  mats.  Talk  to  
us,  tell  us  what  you  have  in  mind  and  we  will  show  you  
the  right  solution  for  your  project.

Made  to  measure,  highly  resilient  and  with  a  
drainage  device  on  request.  Special  formats  
are  possible  on  request.

Accurately  dimensioned  aluminum  frames  
made  from  angle  profiles.  The  corners  are  
mitred.  The  connecting  elements  supplied  
enable  uncomplicated,  quick  and  precise  
assembly.

Dirt  collection  trays  are  a  must  in  particularly  
heavily  frequented  entrance  areas  with  a  high  
level  of  dirt!

The  sloping  surface  guarantees  that  the  
entrance  mats  can  be  walked  on  without  stumbling.
The  ramp  profiles  can  be  mounted  on  1,  2  and  3  
sides,  or  all  around.

Special  formats  are  possible  on  request.

www.alumatex.de
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Entrance  mats  mounted  with
ORIGINAL  ACCESSORIES

Aluminum  angle

frame

Dirt  collection  trays  with

drainage  device

Run-up  profiles  for

laying  at  ground  level



Profile  color:

Weight  per  m:

2500mm

5  years  on  the  aluminum  construction

Profile  width /  profile  thickness /  wall  thickness:

Normal  to  Extreme

Frame  height  outer  edge:

Alumatex  entrance  mats  (all  variants)

Maximum  dimensions,  width /  length:

Indoor  and  outdoor

Warranty:

Visitor  density:

Material:

Can  be  combined  with:

Application:

Connection:

3  mm /  5  mm /  6  mm  (depending  on  the  frame  height)

13.5mm /  15mm /  21mm /  26mm

Angular  frames  are  used  to  separate  the  decking  and  define  space.  Finally,  our  

entrance  mats  are  inserted  into  these.  The  individual  angle  frame  profiles  are  made  of  

aluminum  and  are  easily  put  together  with  our  matching  connecting  pieces.  These  are  

already  included  in  the  delivery.  Our  special  connectors  enable  the  frame  to  be  

assembled  without  the  need  for  tools.  The  visible  edge  after  assembly  is  3-6  mm.

21mm

24.5mm

5mm

1.25mm

www.alumatex.de

We  are  happy  to  help.  You  can  reach  our  sales  
team  by  telephone  on  +49.69.667788094  and  by  e-mail  to  info@alumatex.de  22

For  our  entrance  mats
Aluminum  angle  frame

Technical  drawing

5mm

13.5mm

24.5mm

1.25mm

Stainless  steel  connector

Aluminum

Possible  according  to  RAL  color  palette

Aluminum  color

About  0.3kg

Powder  coating:

Specifications



Profile  color:

Weight  per  m2:

77.8mm

Wall  thickness:

Normal  to  Extreme

System  height:

5  years  on  the  aluminum  construction

Alumatex  aluminum  profile  mats  and  gratings

Indoor  and  outdoor

Visitor  density:

Warranty:

Material:

Application:

Can  be  combined  with:

Connection:

3mm

The  design  of  an  aluminum  profile  mat  with  our  dirt  collection  tray  system  enables  a  

connection  to  the  waste  water  discharge,  which  means  that  the  system  can  effectively  

discharge  dirt  such  as  sand,  dust,  rainwater,  etc.  The  system  is  made  of  high  quality  

aluminum.  Inside  the  dirt  trap  tray  system,  crossbeams  are  mounted,  which  provide  

a  stable  base  for  the  aluminum  profile  mat.  On  request  or  if  necessary,  we  can  also  

use  a  30  mm  high  grating  instead  of  the  cross  beams.  A  "lifting  key"  is  included  in  the  

delivery,  which  you  can  use  to  remove  the  aluminum  profile  mat  from  the

www.alumatex.de

For  our  entrance  mats

We  are  happy  to  help.  You  can  reach  our  sales  
team  by  telephone  on  +49.69.667788094  and  by  e-mail  to  info@alumatex.de  23

specifications

Technical  drawing

Stainless  steel  connector

Aluminum

Possible  according  to  RAL  color  palette

Aluminum  color

Powder  coating:

dirt  tray

About  13  kg

dirt  tray

facilitated.



Custom  made
Gratings



Gratings  are  used  as  a  replacement  or  supplement  to  aluminum  profile  mats,  both  inside  

and  outside  buildings.  Their  solid  and  durable  construction  is  an  exceptional  advantage  in  

particularly  demanding  industrial  environments,  e.g.  B.  in  large  storage  rooms,  but  also  in  

production  halls  with  roundabouts.

Working  platforms,  platforms,  driveways,  passageways  and  much  more.

The  role  of  gratings  is  known  to  everyone.  Their  use  is  very  extensive,  regardless  of  whether  

they  are  used  as  part  of  a  work  platform,  in  combination  with  aluminum  profile  mats  or  on  

their  own.  They  must  always  remain  durable  and  solid.  Alumatex,  as  a  manufacturer  of  

such  gratings,  is  up  to  this  challenge  and  offers  a  wide  range  that  is  tailored  to  the  high  

demands  of  customers.  No  matter  which  steel  mesh  you  ultimately  choose  from  our  range,  

we  ensure  its  absolute  durability  and  strength.

As  with  all  of  our  products,  we  can  set  some  specific  guidelines  for  our  steel  gratings.  

Although  the  standard  30  ×  11  mm  grid  is  very  well  chosen,  we  would  be  happy  to  produce  

larger  samples  for  you,  according  to  your  exact  specifications.  Please  note,  however,  that  

we  are  not  allowed  to  exceed  the  total  dimensions  of  a  single  grating  of  1500  x  1500  mm.

www.alumatex.de

Durable  and  solid

We  are  happy  to  help.  You  can  reach  our  sales  
team  by  telephone  on  +49.69.667788094  and  by  e-mail  to  info@alumatex.de  25

Possible  areas  of  application

Guidelines

hot-dip  galvanized
Gratings



Assembly:

Visitor  density:

2  years  on  the  steel  structure

profile  and  wall  thickness

Properties:

Wheelchairs,  wheeled  suitcases,  pallet  trucks,  forklifts,  etc.

With  this  steel  cross  beam  process,  you  can  count  on  a  durable  and  reliable  

structure.

Application:

Also  suitable  for:

Profile  heights:

Cleaning:

Weld-pressed  and  hot-dip  galvanized  steel  profile

Environmentally  friendly  &  recyclable

Warranty:

Indoors  and  outdoors

Our  hot-dip  galvanized  gratings  are  carefully  manufactured  from  flat  bars.  High  

pressure  will  compress  one  flat  bar  over  the  other.  A  welded  frame  construction  

ensures  strength  and  stability  of  the  connections.

Profile  color:

Normal  to  Extreme

Frame,  dirt  tray

Material:

finishes

We  are  happy  to  help.  You  can  reach  our  sales  
team  by  telephone  on  +49.69.667788094  and  by  e-mail  to  info@alumatex.de  26

hot-dip  galvanizing

specifications

straight  bearing  bars
round  crossbars

straight  bearing  bars  

straight  crossbars jagged  crossbars

straight  bearing  bars serrated  support  rodsserrated  support  rods
round  crossbarsround  crossbars

www.alumatex.de

(crosswise)
jagged  crossbars

serrated  support  rods

Support  profile:

Approx.  32.5  kg

Steel  (hot-dip  galvanized)

On  customer  request

Weight  per  m²:

Powder  coating

From  20  -  50  mm

Wet  cleaning

From  3  -  5  mm

Mesh  size/grid

Steel

Possible,  RAL  color  palette

Gratings  with



profile  and  wall  thickness

Properties:

Indoors  and  outdoors

Dry  and  wet  cleaning

Application:

From  20  -  50  mm

Visitor  density:

Assembly:

On  customer  request

2  years  on  the  steel  structure

Cleaning:

Weld-pressed  and  hot-dip  galvanized  steel  profile

Mesh  size/grid

Warranty:

Weight  per  m²:

Shopping  carts,  baby  carriages,  wheelchairs,  wheeled  suitcases

Normal  to  high

Frame,  dirt  tray

We  offer  filled  gratings  for  the  usual  patterned  steel  gratings.  For  this  purpose,  

natural  wood  elements  in  panel  design  are  mounted  in  the  steel  crossbeams.  The  

steel  crossbeams  protrude  by  a  height  of  approx.  2  mm  over  the  selected  insert  so  

that  the  product  does  not  lose  its  cleaning  and  non-slip  properties.

Profile  color:

Material:

Also  suitable  for:

From  3  -  5  mm

Profile  heights:

Environmentally  friendly  &  recyclable

www.alumatex.de

We  are  happy  to  help.  You  can  reach  our  sales  
team  by  telephone  on  +49.69.667788094  and  by  e-mail  to  info@alumatex.de  27

Support  profile:

Approx.  32.5  kg

Possible  according  to  RAL  color  palettePowder  coating

Steel

Wood  as  panels

Gratings  with

wood  inlay



Dirt  trap  mat  
systems

Innovative



then  does  the  rest  with  ease.

Our  product  "DELTA-2"  is  the  first  mat  system  that  consists  of  two  

individual  components.  A  magnetic  strip  under  the  actual  dust  control  mat  
ensures  a  firm  hold.  This  is  first  with  its  non-toxic  adhesive  underside  on  

Adaptex  describes  an  active  surface  technology  that  is  innovative  and  
simple  at  the  same  time.  Our  entrance  mat  systems  use  the  magnetic  
force  of  attraction  and  thus  prevent  the  mat  from  slipping.  But  how  does  
that  work  in  practice?

We  at  Alumatex  have  always  thought  innovatively  and  looked  at  mats  
differently  from  the  ground  up.  Our  entrance  mats  are  our  best  example.  
The  result  is  a  whole  new  category  of  flooring  made  possible  thanks  to  
the  use  of  Adaptex  technology.

29

www.alumatex.de

What  is  Adaptex?

DELTA-2

Our  dirt  control  mat  is  then  laid  to  cover  the magnetic  surface.
The  magnetized  nitrile  rubber  underside  of  our  doormat

the clean and smooth floor attached.

Cleanliness  -  Safe  and  easy

Adaptex  technology



Visitor  density:

Cleaning:

Warranty:

Fire  protection  class:

80x100cm /  80x145cm /  110x175cm

Antistatic  property:

940  gsm

Maximum  dimensions,  width  x  length:

Logo  printing:

2  year  nitrile  rubber /  30  day  money  back  guarantee

Pile  made  from  thermally  bonded  nylon  fibers

Cfl-s1

We  use  the  magnetic  force  of  attraction  to  actively  connect  our  dirt  control  mat  

system.  Once  assembled,  the  lightweight  top  stays  in  place.  It  stays  in  place  and  

can  be  easily  lifted  off  for  cleaning.  Adaptex  enables  dual  functionality  not  previously  

available  in  flooring  solutions.

Weight  per  m²:

Application:

Normal  to  high

Sub  material:

Washable  up  to  49°c

Over  150  color  variations

DELTA-2

We  are  happy  to  help.  You  can  reach  our  sales  team  by  

www.alumatex.de

Material:

Yes

12mm

Pile  weight

UnavailableRubber  edge:

100%  nitrile  rubber,  thickness  3  mm

Possible

About  2.5kg

Total  height:

Interiors

Flame  retardant  according  to  EN  13501-1Combustibility:

Specifications

telephone  on  +49.69.667788094  and  by  e-mail  to  info@alumatex.de                 30

Cleanliness  -  Safe  and  easy



The  special  interaction  of  the  individual  components  with  their  unique  

undersides  not  only  ensures  a  stable  and  firm  hold,  but  also  enables  

modular  laying  for  larger  areas.

MODULAR  SYSTEM

We  use  the  magnetic  force  of  attraction  to  actively  connect  our  dirt  control  

mat  system.  Once  assembled,  the  lightweight  top  stays  in  place.  It  stays  

in  place  and  can  be  easily  lifted  off  for  cleaning.  Adaptex  enables  dual  

functionality  not  previously  available  in  flooring  solutions.

LOW  CONSTRUCTION  HEIGHT

We  can  rightly  claim  that  our  product  "DELTA-2"  is  based  on  the  best  

technological  properties  and  achievements  of  a  dust  control  mat  and  

should  definitely  not  be  missing  in  any  building.

STABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

Our  product  "DELTA-2"  is  a  floor  mat  product  in  itself  and  must  not  be  

compared  with  conventional  entrance  mats.  No  matter  how  many  

professional  entrance  mats  you  lay  in  your  premises,  no  quantity  will  

replace  the  advantages  and  effect  of  a  single  Alumatex  DELTA-2  mat.  It's  

the  only  doormat  of  its  kind  and  offers  you  tons  of  advantages.  Including  

a  very  easy  cleaning,  easy  handling  and  thin  design.

31

-Two-piece  system  prevents  active  movement

-50%  Lighter  than  traditional  mats

-The  flat  design  fits  seamlessly  into  any  room

with  modularity  fully  customizable  and

-Reduces  the  risk  of  slipping,  tripping

-  easy  cleaning  of  the  mat

-Reduces  the  risk  of  slipping,  tripping

configurable

-Reduces  the  risk  of  slipping,  tripping

-The  two-piece  design  combines  maximum  stability

www.alumatex.de

Cleanliness  -  Safe  and  easy

DELTA-2  in  action!



100%  real  nitrile

Rubber  mats



We  are  happy  to  help.  You  can  reach  our  sales  

Indoor  and  outdoorApplication:

-  Non-slip  surface

Visitor  density: Normal  to  high

-  Rubber  connector

-  Ramp  system

Rubber  ramps: Optional

2  years  on  the  nitrile  rubber

Cleaning:

-  Anti-fatigueProperties:

Mat  Heights:

Accesories:

Material:

Weight  per  m²:

Warranty:

100%  nitrile  rubber

-  Angular  frame

Logo  printing: Not  possible

www.alumatex.de

Approx.  12mm

•  Optionally  equipped  with  suitable  accessories

•  Resistant  to  chemicals,  oils  and  fats  •  Flat  design  and  light
weight

•  Loose  laying  possible  on  all  floors

Wet  cleaning

•  Optionally  available  with  all-round  rubber  approach  ramp

•  With  special  rubber  connectors,  modular  installation  and  replacement  of  individual  rubber  honeycomb  mats  is  possible  (see

illustration)

About  11  kg

•  Easy  to  clean  with  a  high-pressure  cleaner

•  The  developed  anti-slip  system  makes  it  much  more  difficult  for  the  mat  to  slip

•  Weather  resistant

•  Durable  and  robust
•  Can  be  used  indoors  and  outdoors

What  makes  our  rubber  honeycomb  mat  so  special?

Specifications

Cleanliness  -  Safe  and  easy

team by phone at +49.69.667788094 and by email at info@alumatex.de     33

OMEGA  standards



manhole  cover
Versatile



30.73

DCL-40

700x700 17:36

24.73

3.86

DCL-100

23.04

940x940

8.56

4.49300x300

Material:

12:25

7.43

540x540

21.86800x800

30.38

28.09

3.56

DCL-80

40/60/80/100mm

6.80400x400

240x240

11.96

15.96

10.83

640x640

DCL-60

20.33

14:41

740x740

Tiles,  slabs,  paving  stones

26.76900x900

33.99

The  manhole  cover  is  fitted  with  a  round  EPDM  gasket  on  the  bottom  

and  a  T-rubber  gasket  on  the  side  of  the  outer  frame.  It  prevents  the  

ingress  of  impurities.  In  addition,  tensions  between  the  frame  and  cover  

are  avoided  by  the  spring  effect.  The  manhole  cover  is  odor  and  

waterproof.  The  manhole  cover  is  not  screwed  tight  and  comes  standard  

with  a  lifting  key  set,  which  makes  it  easier  to  open.

6.08340x340

Bottom  of  the  shaft  cover:  Galvanized  sheet  steel  (aluminum  on  request)

10.09500x500

15.61

25:11

18.39

840x840

Suitable  for:

1000x1000 32.52

8.94

4.94

440x440

5.73

sizes

13.52600x600

19.93

www.alumatex.de

We  are  happy  to  help.  You  can  reach  our  sales  
team  by  phone  at  +49.69.667788094  and  by  email  at  info@alumatex.de  35

DCL

standard  sizes

Installation  heights:

Reinforcement  grid Contain

Frame  size  (mm)         Opening  size  (mm)          Weight  (kg)

Frame  and  cover:  Aluminum

 Weight  (kg) Weight  (kg) Weight  (kg)

Specifications

Technical  drawing

Manhole  cover



30.56

DCP-40

700x700 17.65

24.76

4:11

DCP-100

23.45

910x910

8.59

5.21300x300

Material:

12.30

8:31

510x510

22:15800x800

30.44

28.50

3.79

DCP-80

40/60/80/100mm

7.56400x400

210x210

12.00

Frame  and  cover:  aluminum

15.96

11:25

610x610

DCP-60

20.28

14.83

710x710

Tiles,  slabs,  paving  stones

27.06900x900

34.40

The  manhole  cover  is  fitted  with  a  round  EPDM  gasket  on  the  bottom  

and  a  T-rubber  gasket  on  the  side  of  the  outer  frame.  It  prevents  the  

ingress  of  impurities.  In  addition,  tensions  between  the  frame  and  cover  

are  avoided  by  the  spring  effect.  The  manhole  cover  is  odor  and  

waterproof.  The  manhole  cover  is  not  screwed  tight  and  comes  standard  

with  a  lifting  key  set,  which  makes  it  easier  to  open.

6.27310x310

Bottom  of  the  shaft  cover:  Galvanized  sheet  steel  (aluminum  on  request)

10:37500x500

15.66

24.99

18.81

810x810

Suitable  for:

1000x1000 32.82

9.06

5.82

410x410

5.96

sizes

13.80600x600

19.98

www.alumatex.de

We  are  happy  to  help.  You  can  reach  our  sales  
team  by  phone  at  +49.69.667788094  and  by  email  at  info@alumatex.de  36

standard  sizes

Installation  heights:

Reinforcement  grid Contain

Frame  size  (mm)         Opening  size  (mm)          Weight  (kg)  Weight  (kg) Weight  (kg)  Weight  (kg)

Specifications

Technical  drawing

Manhole  cover
DCP



Insert  the  closed  manhole  cover  into  the  hole  and  carefully  pour  concrete  over  it.  Make  

sure  that  there  are  no  air  pockets  in  the  concrete,  as  these  can  subsequently  affect  the  

tightness  of  the  manhole  cover.  Use  a  spirit  level  to  bring  the  manhole  cover  to  the  

correct  height  horizontally.

Has  the  frame  been  cleaned?  Then  you  can  put  the  cover  back  into  the  frame.  To  fill  

the  cover,  first  position  the  reinforcement  (reinforcement  grid).  Now  pour  concrete  

carefully  and  evenly  into  the  cover.  Remove  the  amount  of  concrete  that  oozes  out.  

Use  a  spatula  to  help  with  this.

Allow  sufficient  time  for  the  concrete  to  harden  (at  least  48  hours)  and  open  the  manhole  

cover.  Clean  the  residue  of  the  concrete  on  the  frame.

Then  cover  the  manhole  cover  with  your  desired  slab  floor.  If  necessary,  you  will  

have  to  prepare  your  floor  around  the  manhole  cover.

www.alumatex.de

•  Lift  manhole  covers  with  the  same  number  of  people  as  lifting  points.  

•  Always  mount  the  manhole  cover  horizontally.
•  Avoid  accidents!  Do  not  leave  the  unfinished  manhole  cover  

•  Shield  the  floor  area  all  around

2nd  step:  Open

Step  4:  Cover

1st  step:  Placement

gene  lead.

3rd  step:  Filling  up

Safety  instructions

Never  lift  the  manhole  cover  with  ropes.  This  could  cause  serious
back  and  neck  injuries

•  In  addition  to  the  regulations  mentioned  above,  the  safety  regulations
and  conditions  of  the  country  in  which  the  manhole  cover  is  installed
must  be  observed.

unattended.  It's  best  to  cordon  off  the  zone.  Keep  children  at  a
distance!

  37

       Manhole  cover

Installation  instructions



All  manhole  covers  are  rigorously  tested  for  quality,  durability  and  load-
bearing  capacity  before  being  released  to  the  market.  We  will  be  happy  
to  send  you  the  necessary  certificates  on  request.

In  order  to  choose  the  right  manhole  cover  for  your  application,  we  

We  always  recommend  opening  and  cleaning  the  installed  manhole  
covers  twice  a  year.  The  “Quick-Lifter”  keys  are  to  be  used  for  this.  The  
Quick-Lifters  are  screwed  into  the  four  intended  lifting  points  of  the  
manhole  cover,  which  means  that  the  cover  can  then  be  easily  lifted  
using  the  handle  of  the  key.  This  makes  lifting/opening  the  manhole  
covers  much  easier.  All  bottom  flaps  are  manufactured  with  2-4  lifting  
points,  depending  on  size  and  reinforcement.

38
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to  use  the  following  load  table:refer  you  to  contact  us  or  our

Manhole  cover

Further  information



Linear  drainage  systems



Application:

ASD-1000

83

83

133

ASD-5000 83

Lifting  keys  are  supplied  with  the  inspection  shafts,  making  lifting/

opening  the  cover  much  easier.

1000

10,3008,037

Material:

5000

133

ASD

ASD-500 83

133

133

ASD-2500 83

133

2,060500

4,120

The  ASD  line  drainage  systems  are  provided  with  a  thick  Elo  xal  
layer  that  provides  permanent  protection  against  corrosion.  Our  pre-

assembled  "Outline"  click  system  ensures  easy  alignment  and  quick  

assembly  of  the  individual  profiles.

1,607

3.125

83/133mm

20,600

2500

16,075

www.alumatex.de

ASD

We  are  happy  to  help.  You  can  reach  our  sales  team  by  

Type

Installation  heights:

patio  areas

Aluminum  with  a  15  nm  thick  anodized  layer

Installation height  (mm)           Weight  (kg)           Installation  height  (mm)         Weight  (kg)

10x25mm

Outdoor  areas,  parking  lots,  swimming  pools,  garage  doors,

Drain  slot  width:

Length  (mm)

Specifications

phone  at  +49.69.667788094  and  by  email  at  info@alumatex.de                            40

Standard  sizes

Technical  drawing

Drainage  system



250

ASDIHU

3.125

133

500/500

weight  (kg)

1,440

ASDIVU

weight  (kg)

1,920

0.125

weight  (kg)

CORNER

ASDER  (closed)

133

ASDI

1,415

weight  (kg)

ASDUNW

1,415

3.125

length  (mm)

ASDER  (open)

83

1,415

250

weight  (kg)

133

500/500

0.125

1,415

1,440

250

1,945

4,120

83

4,120

1,945

INSPECTION  HOLE

ASDEL  (closed)

0.140

length  (mm)

83

1,400

ASDINW

ASDEL  (open)

0.140

weight  (kg)

ASD  accessories

www.alumatex.de

Type

Type

Type

ENDING
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drainage  system



Material:

83

2500

Application:

3,130

Attachment  for  polymer  concrete  and  plastic  drainage  channels  with  a  
maximum  channel  width  of  100  mm.

ASL-500

15,650

mm.  Our  pre-assembled  "Outline"  click  system  ensures  easy  

alignment  and  quick  assembly  of  the  individual  profiles.

10x25mm

82

ASL-5000

500

ASL

1000

1,570

Aluminum  with  a  15  ÿm  thick  anodized  layer

5000

7,813

ASL-1000

82

82

ASL-2500

The  ASL  profiles  serve  as  an  attachment  for  polymer  concrete  and  
plastic  drainage  channels  with  a  maximum  channel  width  of  100

Lifting  keys  are  supplied  with  the  inspection  shafts,  making  lifting/

opening  the  cover  much  easier.

82

length  (mm)

82mm

www.alumatex.de

ASL

We  are  happy  to  help.  You  can  reach  our  sales  team  by  

installation  height  (mm)Type

Installation  heights:

weight  (kg)

Drain  slot  width:

Standard  sizes

phone  at  +49.69.667788094  and  by  email  at  info@alumatex.de                            42

Specifications

Technical  drawing

drainage  system



82

ASLINW 3,360

weight  (kg)

82

3,360

82

500

82

82

ASLZ

CORNER

3,360

250 1,680ASLI

500/500

500/500

82

length  (mm)

ASLUNW

INSPECTION  HOLE

www.alumatex.de

We  are  happy  to  help.  You  can  reach  our  sales  
team  by  phone  at  +49.69.667788094  and  by  email  at  info@alumatex.de  43

ASL  accessories

installation  height  (mm)

Type installation  height  (mm)

Type length  (mm) weight  (kg)

drainage  system



To  simplify  cleaning,  we  recommend  attaching  inspection  shafts  belonging  to  the  system  

at  each  end  and  above  each  outlet.

In  the  following  steps  we  will  visualize  how  an  installation  of  the  ASL  linear  drainage  

system  on  polymer  concrete  sewers  could  look  like  and  what  needs  to  be  considered:

Then  brick  up  the  entire  system.  After  installation,  only  the  drainage  slots  of  our  ASL  

system  should  remain  visible.  The  system  blends  into  the  floor  covering  practically  invisibly  

and  without  loss  of  functionality.

First  place  your  channel  system  in  the  desired  position.  The  ASL  systems  are  placed  on  

the  channels.  If  required,  these  can  also  be  pre-installed  on  the  ducts.  Make  use  of  the  

"Outline"  of  our  profiles.  These  ensure  that  the  profiles  are  automatically  aligned  in  a  

straight  line  and  save  a  lot  of  time  when  positioning  the  systems.

When  laying  the  polymer  concrete  ducts,  make  sure  you  have  taken  the  installation  

height  of  the  ASL  system  into  account.  The  upper  end  must  be  attached  3  mm  below  the  

surface  to  ensure  proper  drainage.

44

installation  instructions

www.alumatex.de

1st  step:  Consider

3rd  step:  Inspection  shafts

2nd  step:  Placement

4th  step:  Filling  up

drainage  system



All  linear  drainage  systems  and  all  accessories  are  provided  with  
removable  protective  strips  on  the  top  as  standard.  The  protective  strips  
prevent  the  ingress  of  dirt  and  cement  residues  during  the  work  and  

The  linear  drainage  systems  are  strictly  tested  for  quality,  durability  
and  load-bearing  capacity  before  they  are  launched  on  the  market.  
We  will  be  happy  to  send  you  the  necessary  certificates  on  request.

to  use  the  load  table:

You  can  now  get  our  linear  drainage  systems  in  colors  to  match  your  
windows,  doors  or  terrace  railings.  Give  us  this  information  when  you  
place  your  order  and  we  will  let  you  choose  from  abrasion-resistant  
RAL  colors

to  contact  us  or  our  below

www.alumatex.de
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should only be removed after the installation to be removed.

In  order  to  choose  the  right  system  for  your  application,  we  refer  you

Color  variations

drainage  system

Further  information



Mailbox  systems



Variants:

Insert  size:  height  x  width

Left  to  right

Surface-mounted,  flush-mounted,  free-standing  or  pass-through  variant

possible  according  to  RAL  color  palette

Width  x  depth  x  length:

Warranty:

Material:

Equipped  with  a  fine  brush  lip  for  a  noise-dampening

Weight  of  a  single  mailbox  compartment:  approx.  1  kg

Accesories:

Conclude

Display  cases,  nameplates,  house  numbers,  brochure  holders

Steel  (hot-dip  galvanized)  also  made  of  stainless  steel  on  request

Stainless  steel  bolt  lock  with  2  keys  each,  increase  of  up  to  9  keys  per  mailbox  

compartment  possible.

Properties:

Dimensions  of  a  single  mailbox  compartment

Environmentally  friendly  &  recyclable

Opening:

Letterbox  systems  from  Alumatex  are  characterized  by  the  best  design,  a  practical  

variety,  high-quality  materials  and  perfect  workmanship.  They  prove  themselves  

everywhere.  It  doesn't  matter  whether  it's  outdoors,  in  front  of  the  covered  entrance  

area,  or  inside.  Thanks  to  the  precise  processing  of  the  individual  components,  the  

mailboxes  are  acid-resistant  (V2A  and  V4A)  and  rustproof.

Application:

Wall  thickness:

Throw-in  flap:

2  years

www.alumatex.de

On  demand

We  are  happy  to  help.  You  can  reach  our  sales  team  by  

Sheet  thickness:

Indoor  and  outdoor  areas

Steel

According  to  DIN/EN  13724  3.5  cm  x  26.5  cm

2 mm

Color of the profile

Interlocking:

Powder  coating:

1 mm

According  to  DIN/EN  13724  382  mm  x  114  mm  x  272  mm

phone  at  +49.69.667788094  and  by  email  at  info@alumatex.de                          47

Specifications

Technical  drawing

Mailbox  systems



Alumatex  offers  you  modular  letterbox  systems.  The  great  thing  
about  this  process  is  that  it  offers  the  greatest  possible  variety  
while  remaining  uncomplicated,  efficient  and  inexpensive.  No  
matter  which  version  you  choose,  whether  surface-mounted,  flush-
mounted,  pass-through  or  free-standing  letterbox  systems,  all  of  
our  end  products  can  be  combined  with  one  another  and  are  
made  from  proven,  high-quality  raw  materials.

www.alumatex.de

We  are  happy  to  help.  You  can  reach  our  sales  
team  by  phone  at  +49.69.667788094  and  by  email  at  info@alumatex.de  48

mailbox  compartments

Showcase  house  numbers Name tags Leaflet  holder

On  demand

Mailbox  systems



Surface-mounted  letterbox  system Flush-mounted  letterbox  system

We  are  happy  to  help.  You  can  reach  our  sales  
team  by  phone  at  +49.69.667788094  and  by  email  at  info@alumatex.de  49

www.alumatex.de

Free-standing letterbox system                     Pass-through letterbox system

execution  options

Mailbox  systems



And  our  sales  team  is  also  available  as  a  contact  for  you.  Because  at  Alumatex  
we  know:  Extraordinary  projects  bring  with  them  very  special  wishes  and  
requirements  that  are  difficult  to  map  in  a  standard  configurator.

For  easy  quote  requests  and  ordering  made  to  measure

Talk  to  us  and  tell  us  what  you  are  planning.  We  will  be  happy  to  advise  you  and  
create  an  individual  offer  for  you  that  ideally  suits  your  project.

entrance  mats,  we  have  prepared  a  configurator  for  you  on  our  website:

Dimensions,  profiles,  cleaning  inserts,  colours,  combination  and  arrangement,  
personalization  and  mounting  accessories  -  with  the  configurator  you  can  
choose  from  a  large  number  of  standard  options  for  our  entrance  mats.

www.alumatex.de

We  are  happy  to  help.  You  can  reach  our  sales  
team  by  phone  at  +49.69.667788094  and  by  email  at  info@alumatex.de  50

Order  entrance  mats  in
ONLINE  CONFIGURATOR

www.alumatex.de/konfigurator/



Carl-Legien-Strasse  15

Consulting  &  Sales

Germany

63073  Offenbach  am  Main

Alumatex  GmbH

+49.69.667788094  

info@alumatex.de

Request  now  –  your  Alumatex

Entrance  mat  sample  folder
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